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Author j. Wayne fears brings this ancient and effective cooking tool into the 21st century
describing camp dutch oven cookery in depth. In addition to detailed instructions concerning the
selection, care and use of dutch ovens, the book contains a medley of tasty traditional recipes
including brunswick stew, cross creek baked salmon, longhunter meatloaf high plains hominy,
miss pam's bean hole beans and bubbly peach cobbler. 144 pages. Hardcover.

About the AuthorPaul Kautz is a freelance writer and website developer, specializing in content
about camping and wilderness skills. His Dutch oven experience comes from 14 years of
camping and cooking outdoors with his two sons. Besides outdoor cooking, Kautz enjoys long
distance hiking and blogging, in real time, from the trail–he hikes over 2,000 per year. When not
cooking around the fire or hiking, Kautz leads training in Leave NO Trace, the Red Cross, and
lightweight packing to youths and adults preparing for their own wilderness adventures. You can
visit Kautz at DutchOvenDude.com. He resides in Eden Prairie, MN.
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Grandma, “Excellent & Comprehensive. If Grandma could have just one of her many pots and
pans, that one would have to be one of her Dutch Ovens. (Which one might be a harder
choice.) Sure, you can use the "indoor" sort on your stove or in your oven and Grandma often
does, especially for baking bread, but there is nothing in this world like food cooked over a camp
fire (Grandma loves to cook over a campfire!) and the easiest way to turn out a professional
meal, worthy of the very best chuck wagon cook is with one or more Dutch Ovens.In 
  
The Complete Book Of Dutch Oven Cooking

  
  
Wayne Fears provides rank beginner and old hand alike an excellent run down of everything
you need to know to start or improve your campfire cookery. From the pros and cons of cast iron
versus aluminum Dutch Ovens to seasoning, accessories and how to make a bean hole (those
are fun!) Grandma didn't find a single topic Fears forgot to cover. Four chapters of recipes
feature breads, main dishes, side dishes and desserts (did you know you can bake a pie in a
Dutch Oven?), and extensive list of sources and a superb index round out the volume.Highly
recommended for every Campfire Cook and those who would like to learn!”

LB, “Excellent owners' manual / lore book for the dutch oven. Particularly useful for beginners..
I'm really pleased with this book. It is not a cook book. It is a book of dutch oven lore. It is like a
dutch oven owner's manual. There is information on history, important accessories, selecting
your dutch oven (size, material - cast iron, aluminium, or anodized aluminium), seasoning,
cleaning, and maintaining a dutch oven or cast iron pan, selecting and preparing firewood,
choice of wood etc. There are hints for purchasing used dutch ovens. Do's, don'ts, safety
tips.This book is particularly useful who want to use their dutch oven for outdoor use or even
backyard use. It contains all of the handy advice you'd like while apprenticing in dutch oven use.
It has all of the practical advice you'd expect to learn from your father/mother or grand father/
mother. This is knowledge you can teach your children. It is part of North American history. It is
the learning of our ancestors.”



Richard R, “Great recipes! Want more!. This is a fun book for great cooking ideas... If you can do
it in an oven, you can do it in a Dutch oven... I like to cook outside and inside...so I've got the
power!”

Eileen Fitzcharles, “I love this Book. I love living a life such as the pioneers did. Living off the
land. Total self survival. This book is a great addition to your prepping supplies, because it shows
how to use a Dutch Oven to cook just about everything, from beans to bread to cake to you
name it. It shows how to take care of the cast iron Dutch Oven. How to clean it, season it,
accessories to go with it, the history of it, and how to use charcoal briquets if you've never used
any before. Just love this book. If the electricity goes out or something catastrophic goes on and
you have no more electricity; this book will teach you how to survive by cooking outside on an
open firfe using a cat iron Dutch Oven.”

Jane Maricle, “Quality of products.. This is one of the best cook books I’ve ever had or read.
Interesting travels with side notes of what and how things were/are cooked. Used some of the
recipes and, wow, good. The used book was like new. Good conduction. Thank you very much.
Stay safe and God bless.”

Bill D., “Dutch OVEN Cooking. Not sure what I expected. Although, I was disappointed my the
number of recipes in the book I felt there could be more.. there was a lot of info about Dutch
ovens and the condition of the book was as promised.”

Chuck, “ok. the book is ok, I wasn't expecting it to be one man's opinion on things, but it has
some useful information.”

ardamiactadh, “A true American. I'm pleased I've bought this book as it has useful background to
and tips on Dutch oven cooking. The recipes are strictly man-food (preferably washed down with
some beers while wearing a 10 gallon hat). Mr Fear's character really shines through and I also
like to imagine the long-suffering Sofee (to whom he dedicates the book) asking when he's
going to turn all that cooking nonsense into some profit by writing a book. Although it's
parochical in both a world view and the availabilty of ingredients I'd recommend this book - if
only to give them the money to go on holiday outside the USA.”

H.-J. Schmidt, “Dutch Oven Cooking Book as a Gift. Das Kochbuch für den Dutch Oven habe ich
als Geschenk gekauft. Diese habe ich dann zusammen mit dem original Dutch Oven an einen
guten Bekannten verschenkt. Ein Erfolg!”

Réjean Luce, “Bon livre. Bon livre”

Hendrik J. de Jong, “Five Stars. Excelent cook book”



The book by J. Wayne Fears has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 99 people have provided feedback.
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